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MEMORANDUM TO THE MINISTER 

FEDERAL COIJRT RULING ON 5.18.1 OF THE CSIS ACT PROTECTION  

St ,NtMARY 

On November 23, 2015. the Federal Court issued reasons for decision in the matter o 
the civil litigation illc<1 by Abdullah Almalki, Ahmad Abou-Elmaati and Muayyed 
Nureddin (AEN) relied-  to the protection of human source identities pursuant to 
s.18.1 of the Canadian _S'ecunity haelligerice Servh:c ,let (CS'S AO. 

BACKGROUND: 

The CSIS Act was recently amended to provide greater certainty around the Service's ability to 
protect the identity of its human sources from disclosure in any legal proceeding through the 
creation of a new protection. The Purpose behind the protection is to ensure that the identity of 
CSIS human sources is kept confidential in order to protect their life and security and to 
encourage individuals to pmvide information to the Service. This protection entered into force on 
April 23, 2015. 
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Once the new protection entered into force, the Federal Court requested submissions from the 
Attorney General of Canada, the Amici Curiae and counsel for AEN as to whether s.1 8.1 applied 
in this ongoing litigation. The Attorney General of Camkb argued that s.1 8.1 protection should 
apply to the identities of some human sources and their infortnation. while the Amid Curiae and 
counsel for AEN argued that it had no effect in this case. 

DISCUSSION:  



SECRET 

KEçQMMENDAT.ION: 

As always, please do not hesitate to contact me should you require further information. 

0 I approve 

0 do not approve 

The Honourable Ralph (;oodale, l,,P.C.. NI.P. 	 Date: 
Minister of Public Safet and Emergency Preparedness 

Enclosures: 

cc.: Deputy Minister, Public Safety 

This &Amman constitutes 3 record which may be iubiek:t to mandatory cxemption under the A, <!.;.5' to kffortmatian /fa or the Prailcy,k/ The 
information or intelligence may a40 be prottxted by tlic provisions oldie 0-rondo Evidence hi 11).c zaforntation or Intelligence must it 
disclosed or gactt Et, evidence widioui prior constipation siith the t.:anail ran Security Inicitigemv 
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NOV 122015 
The Honourable Ralph Goodele, P.C.,M.P. 
Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness 
269 Laurier Avenue West 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA OP8 

Dear Minister, 

In recognition of your recent appointment, please accept my congratulations. Just 
as the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) remains dedicated to protecting Canada and 
Canadians, I wish to highlight the Service's ongoing commitment to supporting you in the 
exercise of your duties. To that end, I am writing to introduce a number of significant 
considerations relevant to the Service's operations and would welcome the opportunity to 
provide more detailed briefings on these, or any other issues relevant to the Government of 
Canada's national security agenda. 

Since 1984, CSIS has been singularly charged with investigating, analyzing and 
advising Government of threats to Canada's national security. Though its collection authorities 
and the threats it is mandated to investigate remain constant, the environment in which CSIS 
operates has evolved dramatically. Driven by changes in the threat environment and rapid 
technological innovations, and sensitive to the heightened public interest in national security 
issues, the Service is actively adapting to this new reality and has undertaken a series of major 
initiatives. 

In support of the exercise of its mandate, the CSIS Governance System, 
comprised of our internal policies and procedures, helps ensure the Service adheres to the CSIS 
ilet and Ministerial Direction. Recent legislation, including an expansion of the Service's 
mandate, has of c 	-led to many changes to our policies. Most recently a robust new 
framework was c 	to govern the conduct of threat reduction activities. Though this new 
mandate leverages 	 unique expertise, it also requires that explicit thresholds be met. 
Supported by a central 	sion-making process, the governance framework is specifically 
designed to ensure that requirements set forth in legislation and Ministerial Direction arc met 
each time a measure is undertaken to reduce a threat to the security of Canada To respect 
specific consultation requirements, the Service is also working closely with key partners, 
including the Department of Foreign Affairs, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and 
the Communications Security Establishment in particular, to establish new protocols. 
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The recent introduction of The Security of Canada Information Sharing Act 
(SCISA) has created an important opportunity to re-engage with domestic partners. Information 
on threats often transcends the mandate and capabilities of anysingle institution, thus, such 
partnerships are invaluable; timely access to reliable information is critical to active CSIS 
investigations and enhances CS1S advice to government. Arrangements with domestic partners 
reflect the unique context of each relationship and are carefully negotiated within the relevant 
legislative frameworks, which now include the explicit authority created by SCISA - to 
disclose information to CSIS as a designated recipient. 

Likewise, cooperation and information sharing with toreign partners is an integral 
part of CSIS' mandate. This aspect of its investigations and operations has grown in importance, 
reflecting the fact that the security threats faced by Canada have origins or links to entities 
abroad. 

In this regard, Canada has an 
especially close security and intelligence collaboration with the United States, United Kingdom, 
Australia and New Zealand, known collectively as the "Five Eyes." Although these partnerships 
remain the Service's most trusted and prolific, CSIS maintains over 300 arrangements with 
foreign counterparts in over 150 countries, which are governed in accordance with Ministerial 
Direction that sets outs important safeguards and decision-making requirements. 

Not only does CSIS rely on its domestic and foreign partnerships. these partners 
rely on the Service. Domestically, CSIS has a statutory mandate to provide advice and 
assessments, which increasingly inform a vide range of decisions made by government partners. 
Examples include: national security review of foreign investments, terrorist listings, admissibility 
to Canada, issuance of passports, granting of citizenship, and safeguarding of vernment assets 
and information. Ills vital that such decisions be fully informed, including by Service 
intelligence. 

CS1S is also authorized to disclose information, and does so to the RCMP in 
accordance with the One Vision framework. CSIS is not, however, a law enforcement agency, 
nor does it collect evidence or information for public disclosure. On the contrary, the integrity of 
CSIS operations can be jeopardized by the reliance on Service intelligence, including human 
sources. intercepts., and foreign reporting, in criminal proceedings. To that end, the One Vision 
Framework was developed to ensure CS1S and RCMP investigations remain parallel and distinct 
and minimize reliance on CSIS intelligence in support of criminal measures. Where CSIS 
information does come into play, a range of legislative authorities are relied upon to protect 
sensitive information against disclosure. 

Against the backdrop of an increased operational tempo and the implementation 
of significant legislative change, the Service continues to pursue a number of transformational 
initiatives, including the 

These efforts to modernize the Service's approach to 
intelligence collection and analysis will ensure the Service is able to fulfill its mandate. 
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Notwithstandingthese demands, the Service recognizes the current environment 
of heightened public interest in national security. independent external review is vital to 
maintaining the trust of Canadians. As that trust underpins the Service's ability to be effective, 
the opportunity to contribute to this discussion is most welcome. The Security Intelligence 
Review Committee plays a critical role in this respect and has made the Service a better agency 
through its recommendations. 

Through the ongoing efforts described herein, I believe the Service is well-placed 
to effectively meet the challenges of today's environment, The Service remains committed to 
fulfilling its mission., cognizant that it is a member of the broader community and accountable to 
the Government and to Canadians. Lastly, Minister, I would like to invite you to visit the 
Service's headquarters, at a time of your convenience. We look forward to a most productive 
relationship with you and your staff. 

treIy, 

c,c. Deputy Minister, Public Safety 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to 
Information Ad or the Privacy Act. The information or intelligence may also be protected by the 
provisions of the Canada Evidence Ad. The information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as 
evidence without prior consultation with the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. 
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